Victorian Government to Back New Wind Farms, as Part of Renewables Plan
by Tom Arup
Aug. 21, 2015 - New Victorian wind farms will get financial backing from the Andrews government, as part of a push to encourage renewable energy in the state.  On Friday Premier Daniel Andrews will release a government "road map" for the renewable energy industry.  It is expected to include a minimum state target and some solar initiatives.
As part of the announcement, there will be a commitment for the government to buy "renewable energy certificates,” as a way to encourage some new wind energy projects to be built in Victoria.  The program is expected to bring forward the building of a modest 100 MegaWatts of new wind energy in the state, worth $200 million in investment.  Government data says there is about 2,400 MegaWatts worth of Victorian projects that have been approved but are yet to be built.
The announcement follows a rocky 18 months for the industry, which has seen investment in new projects largely dry up across Australia.  The collapse was largely a result of uncertainty created by the Abbott government's move to cut the national renewable energy target.  Prime Minister Tony Abbott has also been publicly hostile towards wind power, calling turbines "visually awful" and noisy.
Victorian Energy Minister Lily D'Ambrosio said the state government would use its "purchasing power to boost the local economy and Victoria's renewable energy supply….  These projects will promote job creation and economic development, especially in regional Victoria, where renewable energy projects are located," she said.
Certificates are credited to wind farms for power they produce as part of the national renewable energy target.  Energy companies are then required to buy these certificates and hand them into the federal government each year, giving renewable energy projects an extra source of revenue, beyond the electricity they sell.
The Andrews government says it will run its own tender to buy about 1.6 million certificates from new Victorian wind projects.  But the full details of how the tender will work will not be released for several weeks.
The government argues this move will ultimately not cost it anything, because it will offset certificates it is already paying for in about half its existing normal contracts with energy companies.  But it will mean these certificates come from new projects in Victoria, rather than potentially elsewhere.
While the federal government has sought to wind back its support for renewable energy, a number of state and territories have launched programs to encourage more clean power.  One notable example is the ACT, which has a target for 90% of its electricity supply to come from renewables by 2020.  It has held auctions to buy power from new wind and solar projects.
The Victorian government's road map is a lead-in to a full-blown renewable energy plan, which it has promised to release later in the year.
Leigh Ewbank, a campaigner with the group Yes 2 Renewables, said the Andrews government should be looking towards the ACT, where its auctions have been working well.  He said the plan to buy certificates was a start, but a Victorian renewable energy target was needed to unlock the large number of wind projects planned for the state that are yet to get off the ground.
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